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Skyadvisory enters partnership with Emitwise to 

accelerate decarbonisation

Skyadvisory is partnering with Emitwise, a leading AI platform,

measuring carbon emissions from companies and their supply chains

to bring a unique solution offering to their corporate clients

Climate change is the most critical challenge of our time. The latest UN

IPCC report has emphasised that it is crucial to cut emissions in half by

2030 and reach net zero by 2050. Companies all around the word have a

key role to play in order to reach this goal, which is why many have already

committed themselves to a race towards net zero.

However, commitment alone is not enough and there are still some

roadblocks ahead in this journey. One of the main challenges is carbon

accounting and the ability to turn the data into lasting results. Therefore, the

right data has to be identified and a precise tracking and reporting tool of

the full scope of carbon emissions needs to be put in place.

For this reason, we are happy to announce that Skyadvisory has partnered

with Emitwise, a leading SaaS company offering real-time total emissions

reporting which enables their clients to easily analyse their carbon footprint

and define the right areas to take action for viable results.

“This partnership offers Skyadvisory’s clients an important solution to

accelerate their way to net zero”, said Dr. Carsten B. Henkel, Chairman &

CEO of Skyadvisory. “The AI based software automates the time intensive

measuring of scope 1 (direct emissions) & scope 2 (indirect emissions) and

gives companies a transparent overview of the entire value chain

emissions which is defined as scope 3”, adds Mauro Cozzi, Co-Founder &

CEO of Emitwise.

About EMITWISE

Emitwise’s vision is to help businesses respond to the climate emergency

by accelerating the transition to a net zero carbon world. Their unique AI

technology empowers companies to automatically measure, report, and

reduce their carbon footprint across their operations and supply chain,

future-proofing businesses for a zero carbon world. For more information

about EMITWISE, please visit www.emitwise.com.
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